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Intelligent Simultaneous 
Analog Input

Maximum number simultaneous channels payload, lowest possible cost per channel.

Compact PCI standalone, peripheral and system slot card

Standalone: card is a networked device, typically running an EPICS IOC.

Peripheral: multiple cards under control of a system slot card, int the traditional 
CPCI sense. Used for specialized applications and high bandwidth streaming.

System Slot card: the digitizer can control other peripheral mode cards, from  

  D-TACQ or third parties. The digitizer becomes a Programmable Automation 
Controller.

Driver-Free installation with networked device. Highly scaleable.

FPGA DSP capability.

Standard: boxcar filtering on data stream, FIR options.

Custom: digital down-converter, lock-in amplifier, complex threshold detection

User Programmable: 

32 bit ARM microprocessor, runs Linux with full MMU, 1GB memory, Ethernet interfaces.

64 bit PCI bus for latency and sustained streaming.



ACQ196CPCI Maximum Channels 

Applications

96 channels x 500kS/s 16 bit differential, protected inputs.

Optional Analog Outputs, Digital IO RTM.

Compact PCI standalone, peripheral and system slot card

FPGA DSP capability.

Ethernet Transient Recorder, 1GB memory.

PCI Low latency and sustained streaming.

Underwater seismic survey 

Phase array sensing

General purpose plasma diagnostics.

Gyrotron conditioning

Plasma Control

Wind tunnel testing

Laser flashlamp condition monitoring

Synchrotron control and monitoring



ACQ216CPCI Maximum Sample Rate

Applications

16 channels x 16MS/s 16 bit differential, protected inputs.

Options to 2 channels x 160MS/s.

Precision DDS clock option on  RTM.

Compact PCI standalone, peripheral and system slot card

FPGA DSP capability.

Ethernet Transient Recorder, 1GB memory.

PCI Low latency application

General purpose plasma diagnostics

Klystron protection.

Gyrotron conditioning fault monitor

Combined Plasma Control and diagnostic.

ATE systems.



ACQ132CPCI Most channels with Mhz sampling

Applications
High Resolution Medical Sonar

Structural testing.

General purpose plasma diagnostics

RF Diagnostics

Langmuir Probe arrays.

32 channels x 2MS/s continuous operation

32 channels x 65MS/s burst operation

14 bit differential, protected inputs

Distributed FPGA DSP capability – eg 32x oversampling 
FIR, 32MHz in, 2MS/s, 16 bit effective out.

Range of FIR personalities allow system bandwidth to be 
accurately tailored.

Precision clock option on-board.

Compact PCI standalone, and system slot card

Ethernet Transient Recorder, 1GB memory.



ACQ164CPCI

Applications

Magnet power supply monitor.

Sonar

Structural testing.

Precision Control Systems

Precision Monitoring Systems

High Channel Count, Very High Resolution

64 channels x 128kS/s continuous operation

24 bit resolution. 

New technology sigma delta converters, with 
excellent DC performance characteristic.

56kHz Bandwidth, brick wall filtering

Compact PCI standalone, and system slot card

Ethernet Transient Recorder, 1GB memory.
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Embedded Processor, Open Interfaces
Intelligent Digitizer supports MDSplus, EPICS, Webservices

 Embedded MDSplus “ThinClient” - store calibrated 

data direct to MDS server

 [not shown] Embedded MDSIP allows MDSplus 

server to control digitizer. And, via the system slot 

function, it's possible to control other devices in the 

chassis.

 Embedded EPICS IOC – control and mean data 

monitoring. Easy to add more complex sequencing on 

top – eg compare ratios in channels and output a trip 

signal.

Alternative control interface [not shown] :

 Embedded processor offers a web service interface 

– SOAP RPC. Allows an external client to control 

every aspect of the card, or control acquisition using 

a high level C++ API.

 WSDL definition of the web service allows 

automated connection to well known WS clients – eg 

MS .NET, Labview 8.20.  Control possible with 5 line 

VB .NET program.



Solutions for Long Shot/Continuous Operation
High Bandwidth 64bit backplane, huge buffers, intelligent DMA

 CPCI backplane operation already used extensively for PCS. 

PCS applications are optimised for Latency.

 High bandwidth CPCI backplane also suitable for continuous 

data streaming for diagnostic applications, where the on-board 

DDRAM is no longer big enough to hold all the data.

 Block diagram shows firmware implementation optimised for 

high bandwidth. The firmware makes use of the full on-board 

memory (1GB) as a streaming buffer, more than 10s buffering.

 This means that the host OS has a very limited real time 

requirement, at least on the data acquisition side.

 Data transfer is under the control of the ACQ196, so cpu usage 

on the host system to handle incoming data is very low (<1% per 

card), leaving 99% of cpu resource free for data processing, 

including storage.

 Scaleable implementation eg:  4 x ACQ196, 384 channels, 

250kS/s/channel, 200MB total data flow on 64bit, 33MHz 

backplane.

FPGA
12K FIFO

FIQ
ISR

5us latency

DDRAM
1Gbyte
Buffer

CPCI
Slave Memory

Streaming
App

<10s latency

DMA0
1K Blocks

DMA1
6M Blocks

AI Data
96ch x 250kHz

50MB/s,
250usec buffer

Streaming Application
on Host Computer.

Limited Real Time requirement : >10s 
buffer





Solutions for Langmuir Probes
Gated Capture Reduces amount of Data

 ACQ132CPCI operates in Repeating Gate Mode, capture only 

on probe plunge.

Timing of probe plunge is controlled by onboard programmable 

pulse generator.

Option to run different channels at different rates.

 System stimulation – analog output waveforms using 

AO32CPCI.



Solutions for Plasma Control PCS
Multiple Simultaneous AI, AO, DO with lowest latency

 CPCI backplane operation already used extensively for PCS. PCS applications are optimised for Latency.

 Data transfer is under the control of the ACQ196, so cpu usage on the host system to handle incoming data is very low 

(<1% per card), leaving 99% of cpu resource free for data processing, including storage.

 Scaleable implementation eg:  4 x ACQ196, 384 channels, 250kS/s/channel, 200MB total data flow on 64bit, 33MHz 

backplane.

 PCS system solution used on at least 7 tokamaks world wide.



Solutions for Motional Stark Effect
Real Time Lock-In Amplifier pulls signal out of the noise

 ACQ196CPCI is configured with a lock-in amplifier 

personality.

 Based on our original design, 96ch, one reference:

A 32 channel card combines 13 data channels with 6 

references.

A 96 channel, 5-reference design is also available.

The original 96ch, 1ref design has been modified to 

work as a digital integrator. This should replace 

analog integrators in a long-pulse magnetics 

measurement.

XX +CH01..CH13

Proposed MSE Lock-In: 32 AI channels, configured as
6 x ( 13 signals [ch] one reference [ref] ), ie 26 signals, 6 refs.

CH14-REF1

XX +CH17..CH29

CH30-REF2

XX +CH01..CH13

CH15-REF3

XX +CH17..CH29

CH31-REF4

XX +CH01..CH13

CH16-REF5

XX +CH17..CH29

CH30-REF6



Solution for ECEI
400 Channels, 2MSPS, Data Reduction

 400 Channel ECEI Systems for capture data continuously at 

2MSPS/channel.

 On a 10s pulse, onboard memory becomes a limit.

 FIR filtering can allow a lower output sample rate owing to alias 

rejection.

For continuous capture, we recommend Dual Rate Mode – units 

capture at a low rate (125kHz), but accelerate to a high rate 

(2MH) on external gate signal. Provided the average rate does 

not exceed the average network streaming rate (about 500kHz), 

then such a system can capture indefinately.

The GPG function generator on ACQ132 could be used to 

generate the gate signals.



Simultaneous Analog Output

Maximum number simultaneous channels payload

Compact PCI peripheral card for lowest cost.

Simple direct register control or Arbitrary Waveform Generator AWG modes.

64 bits Digital Output DO.

Both the AO and DO functions are AWG capable and may be clocked.

Intended for use in conjunction with ACQ196/ACQ164/ACQ132 in System Slot.

Also works with x86 host. Open Source Linux device driver provided.



AO32CPCI Low Cost Simultaneous AWG

Applications

AWG.

Plasma Control System

ATE

Sonar Sim and Stim.

AO 32 channels x 1MS/s, 16 bit continuous operation

DO 64 channels x 1MS/s continuous operation

Simple register update mode

Low Latency mode

AWG modes.

Clocked digital output.

FPGA on board. Multi-channel PWM possible

Compact PCI peripheral slot card

Ideal companion card for ACQ196CPCI, ACQ132CPCI.



AO32CPCI-ER
Simultaneous Extended Resolution AWG

Applications

Magnet power supply control.

AWG.

Precision control systems.

ATE

Sonar Sim and Stim.

AO 32 channels x 200kS/s, 18 bit continuous operation

DO 64 channels x 1MS/s continuous operation

Simple register update mode

Low Latency mode

AWG modes.

Clocked digital output.

FPGA on board. Multi-channel PWM possible

Compact PCI peripheral slot card

Ideal companion card for ACQ164CPCI.

AO32CPCI

Applications



Continuous Streaming Data
To PCI-EXPRESS

RTM-T : ACQ196/ACQ132 compatible Intelligent RTM

32 Bit Bus. 
Takes over ACQ 

local bus

Spartan 6 FPGA
includes Microblaze
processor running

Linux

Gigabit Ethernet
with IEEE1588

PTP

PCIe on Cable
Extension.

SFP Port

DIO6

Console RS232

USB OTG

 RTM module, retrofits to existing ACQ196/ACQ132 digitizers

 Masters the front side bus: stream data at full rate

 PCI-Express cable interface – simple streaming interface to 

modern PC hosts.

 SFP Port – streaming data on fiber. 

 Fiber – possibility to integrate with timing system

 Gigabit Ethernet port – upgrade for ACQ196CPCI,

IEEE 1588-capable phy – integration with plan timing system

Latest FPGA technology, combines embedded microprocessor 

and FPGA DSP capability.
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the 
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GTP serial
transceivers create 
comms links

To HOST
Computer

RTM-T : Concept



Solutions for Long Shot/Continuous Operation
High Bandwidth 64bit backplane, huge buffers, intelligent DMA

 CPCI backplane operation already used extensively for PCS. 

PCS applications are optimised for Latency.

 High bandwidth CPCI backplane also suitable for continuous 

data streaming for diagnostic applications, where the on-board 

DDRAM is no longer big enough to hold all the data.

 Block diagram shows firmware implementation optimised for 

high bandwidth. The firmware makes use of the full on-board 

memory (1GB) as a streaming buffer, more than 10s buffering.

 This means that the host OS has a very limited real time 

requirement, at least on the data acquisition side.

 Data transfer is under the control of the ACQ196, so cpu usage 

on the host system to handle incoming data is very low (<1% per 

card), leaving 99% of cpu resource free for data processing, 

including storage.

 Scaleable implementation eg:  4 x ACQ196, 384 channels, 

250kS/s/channel, 200MB total data flow on 64bit, 33MHz 

backplane.
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50MB/s,
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Streaming Application
on Host Computer.

Limited Real Time requirement : >10s 
buffer



ADC 
Array
16 x 16MSPS

IOPDDR

Gigabit
Ethernet

PICMG 2.20 MESH
ROCKET PORT
ASX:4 x 2GB/sec
OBX:6 x 2GB/sec

 LVDS, 200MB/sec/link

Internal PCI-X
64 bit / 100MHz
500MBytes/sec min

DDR RAM
200MHz/64 bit
1600 Mbyte/sec

PICMG 2.16
Gigabit Ethernet
50MBytes/sec

UART

Hard Connection
64 bit / 133MHz
500MBytes/sec min

Async Debug
Port

PCI
Bridge

PICMG 2.0
External CompactPCI
Backplane
64bit/33/66MHz
200MBytes/sec min

FPGA

Xilinx V2Pro

ACQ216CPCI Simultaneous Digitizer Architecture

Capture One Gigabyte Data in 2s

A modern digitizer like ACQ216CPCI 
has no problem capturing vast amounts 
of data.

Capturing and viewing raw data is a 
basic function of the device.

However the time to upload the data, 
storage of this data, and performing 
later analysis are all challenging 
problems owing to the shear volume of 
data.

The primary function of the FPGA is 
data transfer, however it can also be 
configured as a powerful “application 
specific computer”. Combined with the 
programmable local microprocessor, 
this is a very flexible solution.

DSP algorithms may be applied simply 
to reduce data, or to make processed 
data available rapidly, or for real time 
control and protection.



Solutions for Thomson Scattering
High Channel Count, Gated Transient reduces data size

 Nearly 1400 channels, 12*ACQ196 in one chassis

 Only interested in sampling while the laser pulse is ON, 

therefore use the laser pulse to gate the sampling. System only 

captures data during the laser pulses. This results in at least 

100:1 data reduction.

 Data reduction is built into the digitizer; conserves local memory, 

saves network upload time and saves server storage.

 As far as the data acquisition is concerned, the pulses are 

random.  The digitizer runs a counter on the system clock, and 

each pulse is stored to local memory together with a timestamp.

 After the shot, each digitizer uploads its own data set as a single 

large file by FTP. Host side software extracts the pulses and the 

timebase.

Max 5 msec

Max 10 usec



Full Rate Data after
“Trip” - 

3 phase 50Hz,
“Fault” Signal

Strip Chart - continuous
Subrate Sampling

Shows Demand Signal.
ac mains averages to zero

Full Rate Data after
“Trip” - 

3 phase 50Hz,
“Fault” Signal

Some of the 64 DO
channels 

Simple Control and
State Feedback

Equipment:
ACQ196, 96 x 100kHz AI
AWG:
AO32, 32 x 100kHz AO 
AO32, 64 x 10kHz DO

EPICS IOC On Board
Simulated Power Supply fault monitor



Thompson Scattering Example

Threshold detection reduces huge data set to duration of each laser pulse. 

Max 5 msec

Max 10 usec

 Several hundred capture channels, 500kS/s. Shot duration 5s, total data set > 500K bytes
 Data is only of interest during laser pulse, pulses are 10usec duration, with “random” 

spacing.
 Laser is rated at 400pulses per second.
 The duty cycle of the data is only 4:1000

Solution:

 ACQ196CPCI captures data to memory at full rate.
 Laser pulse is configured as an Event input – FPGA samples, and a table of event vs 

approximate sample number is recorded.
 Post shot, embedded microprocessor firmware uses the event table to seed a pulse search 

algorithm. Each identified pulse is placed in a virtual file, ready for upload to data archive 
system. Data transfer by FTP or embedded MDSplus client.
 The Post shot search is very rapid, data is available for upload within 5s.
 The data upload size is reduced by factor 250, and each pulse is timestamped.
 The full data set is still available for cross check, if required.

Gated Modes : capture during Strobe



This solution is for an ultrasound application.

Implemented in FPGA firmware, on ACQ196CPCI, on each 
of 96 channels, 25kHz signal on a 100kHz carrier is mixed 
down to base band, and, after decimation, an 8 fold data 
reduction is achieved.

The final design is in use at 500kHz sample rate, 125kHz 
carrier.

The same principle can easily be applied to RF or high 
frequency ultrasound

#1: 16 channels on ACQ216CPCI, 1MHz signal on a 
16MHz carrier, output data rate after mix and decimation is 
2MS/s.
#2: 32 channels on ACQ132CPCI, 2MHz carrier, sample at 
8MHz, output 200kHz b/w at low rate 1MSPS.

Extract base band signal from carrier, reduce output data size

Fs = 400kHz
Fs/2 = 200kHz

0 100kHz 200kHz

0 100kHz 200kHz

0 100kHz 200kHz

0 100kHz 200kHz

0 200kHz25kHz

Original Signal,
25kHz BW at100kHz 
 

Mix down 100kHz fs/4

Downsample by 2

Downsample by 4

Downsample by 16
Final LP Filter 
12.5kHz stop 

band

Fs = 200kHz
Fs/2 = 100kHz

Fs = 100kHz
Fs/2 = 50kHz

Fs = 50kHz
Fs/2 = 25kHz

0 200kHz50kHz

Downsample by 8
Fs = 50kHz

Fs/2 = 25kHzFinal LP Filter 25kHz 
stop band

Alias

Signal

100
kHz

ADC
Fs=400KHz

LO
100KHz

X

X

LPFilter

LPFilter

↓16

↓16

25 kHz I
25 kHz Q

total 50kHz

cos

sin

DSP: 96 Channel Digital Down-converter



 WORKTODO
Enable (to Klystron)Forward Power 1

Reverse Power 1

Forward Power 2

Reverse Power 2

Forward Power 3

Reverse Power 3

Forward Power 4

Reverse Power 4

Forward Power 5

Reverse Power 5

DDRAM
Stores all captured

data

FPGA
DSP on 12 channels, 6MHz
 TRIP IF

|P| > x || dP/dt > y ||
F/R Ratio < z ||
P1/P2 < w

uP

Arbitrator
CPLD

Tokamak Microwave Heating System comprises 12 Klystrons and a “jungle gym” waveguide power delivery mechanism.
For each Klystron, Forward and Reverse Power is measured at 5 points in the waveguide.
The Protection System monitors the signals, performing absolute and ratiometric measurements against stored thresholds to generate a trip signal.

The protection system comprises 12 ACQ216CPCI digitizers, 6 in each of  two 8 slot Compact PCI crates.
Each Klystron is managed by an ACQ216CPCI digitizer, monitoring 10 channels at 6MS/s and gating the Klystron by means of a Fiber Optic signal from a 
custom Rear Transition Module RTM.
The Trip and other handshake signals are shared between FPGA and CPLD (A), between devices using the PXI signaling backplane (B) and via off-crate 
connector (C). One device signaling a trip trips all devices simultaneously. Trip computed in less than 10usec.

All thresholds and ratios are pre-programmed before the shot, and all captured data, together with computation results, is uploaded to MDSplus after the 
shot. The cards are self contained devices connected by Gigabit Ethernet.

ACQ216CPCI RTM

Waveguide
Power 
Sensing

A

B

C

FIBER
TX

FailSafe

RF signals, real time signal processing, thresholding and safety interlock. 
DSP: Coupler Protection System



96 channel digital Lock-in amplifier 
provides massive SNR improvement to 
medical imaging application

In this case, the circuit generates its own 
reference signal for output to the system, 
but it's equally possible to pick up an 
external reference on an input channel.

 A current fusion application for this 
technology records and demodulates the 
output of a Photo Elastic Multiplexer,  in a 
Motional Stark Effect diagnostic.

The lock-in amplifier may also be 
configured as a digital integrator.

Typically, this digital logic replaces racks 
full of analog electronics with a more stable 
and predictable digital system.

96 AI
96 AI

ACQ196CPCI Medical Imaging Application

Continuous Streaming Data with DSP Lock In Detection

96 AI

FPGA
96 x 512 sample
MAC Function

1..10kHz 
32 bit output

500kHz
16 bit

Sampling

32 bit data,
1kSPS, 
continuous

Frequent updates
to compensating
waveforms
Vn = Kn + An.sin(wt)

40 Channels AO
Slow sinusoids
Active interference 
compensation.

Ethernet 100 baseT

2 Channels AO
500kSPS sin, cos
Lock-In reference 
generation

Magnetometer output:
Custom 256 pixel array
with synchronous
detection

Real Time Lock-In 
amplifier function
provides massive 
processing gain
over 96 channels.

ACQ196CPCI

DSP: Lock-in amplifier



ACQ196CPCI uses a Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA.

Custom DSP firmware has been 
implemented to provide a FIR function, 
processing the intput data in real time, and 
providing a reduced-rate, decimated output.

FIR Filtering adds processing gain to Sonar 
application.

The FIR filter firmware can be used for noise 
reduction in any appropriate application.

96 AI

GPS

FPGA
96 x 16 tap
FIR Filters.

60kHz output

500kHz
16 bit

Sampling

 

24 bit Data, 4 pulses/sec,
3200 samples/pulse
Pulses are timestamped
to within 10usec of UTC.

NTP
Time Of Day
Sync

TTL Control Pulse
4 Pulse per
Second Output.
Event mark in data.

2D Hydrophone
Array

Acoustic
Transmitter

Ethernet
100 baseT
or Gigabit.

ACQ196CPCI Seismic Survey Application

Pulsed Streaming Data with Oversampling

1 pps trigger

Real time
FIR Filter array
provides at least
9dB processing 
gain

DSP: FIR Filter



Solutions for Long Shot/Continuous Operation
High Bandwidth 64bit backplane, huge buffers, intelligent DMA

 CPCI backplane operation already used extensively for PCS. 

PCS applications are optimised for Latency.

 High bandwidth CPCI backplane also suitable for continuous 

data streaming for diagnostic applications, where the on-board 

DDRAM is no longer big enough to hold all the data.

 Block diagram shows firmware implementation optimised for 

high bandwidth. The firmware makes use of the full on-board 

memory (1GB) as a streaming buffer, more than 10s buffering.

 This means that the host OS has a very limited real time 

requirement, at least on the data acquisition side.

 Data transfer is under the control of the ACQ196, so cpu usage 

on the host system to handle incoming data is very low (<1% per 

card), leaving 99% of cpu resource free for data processing, 

including storage.

 Scaleable implementation eg:  4 x ACQ196, 384 channels, 

250kS/s/channel, 200MB total data flow on 64bit, 33MHz 

backplane.

FPGA
12K FIFO

FIQ
ISR

5us latency

DDRAM
1Gbyte
Buffer

CPCI
Slave Memory

Streaming
App

<10s latency

DMA0
1K Blocks

DMA1
6M Blocks

AI Data
96ch x 250kHz

50MB/s,
250usec buffer

Streaming Application
on Host Computer.

Limited Real Time requirement : >10s 
buffer



FIFO FIFO
ADC
Array DMA

uP Custom
Logic

FPU

Custom
Vector

Coproc.

System FPGA

Your Algorithm
Here

FIR

Software manages Data flow, Hardware co-processors transform the data.

 Possibility to instantiate an embedded microprocessor core in the FPGA.
 The core has fast, low latency access to data.
 What can you do with a 100MIPS core?. Well, first the data is presented in cache, second there is the possibility to connect 

the data to a dedicated math accelerator unit – eg a hardware FFT function or a vector FPU.. and it's possible to have more 
than one embedded core.
 The vendor supplies the co-processors.
 Expected applications include threshold detection, alarms, and control.
 Implement your algorithm in C using GNU tools ...

FFT

User-Programmable Custom DSP



Portable Systems
96 channels, SMA Termination, 2U Flight Case



High Channel Count
192 channels x 2MSPS, HD68 termination, 4U Chassis
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Plot Shows Dual Rate result for one channel on each of 3 cards
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